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IS IT WORTH CONTINUING...? 

Three years have passed when we embarked on this adventure of publishing this newsletter, whose first issue 

was in March 2011. We had launched this proposal, a newsletter for FISSC,  a newsletter from and for the fans 

in which news regarding the soccer fans world especially those organised by the Coordination Centers could 

be made known to all, a world made not only of support to one’s team but of friendship, beneficial activities, 

for some almost a family, and much much more...these were our intentions  which we wanted to convey to all 

hoping that this newspaper would increase in awerness and popularity  of the fans world. 

We published it every three months, but the initial collaboration gradually begun to be weaken and weaken, we had to 

go around the wed to try and find those news items  which could appeal to the fans. 

Joe created the pages relating to the cities which host the various Coordination Centers annexed to the Federation, I 

would say very informative and those on the history of the various centers, every now and then some news items came 

in to be published, but for the most just nothing.  

Sometimes I wonder if this newsletter is being read at all, if you out there who receive it really like it, if the Centers are 

transmitting it to their affliates or if perhaps it has become a newsletter for the few intimate friends. If it is so there is 

no sense in continuing, for every issue we have to invent something, Joe searches for those articles which could appeal 

and interest the fans to try and fill in the pages, news from the Centers are rare with every issue and this was not our 

intention of a newsletter dedicated to the fans which should be filled with news on the fans from the fans.  

We have put all our passion and enthusiasm, Joe hours and hours of work even when unwell, for a result that goes well 

beyond all expectations, and with this issue and our wishes for a Happy Easter, we ask all of yu out there whether it 

makes sense continuing. 

Fiorella 
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THE  TECHNICAL  ASPECTS  OF  THE  FPF :  RELEVANT  INCOME,  FAIR  VALUE  AND  ACCOUNTING  PRINCIPLES. 

 Interview with Paolo Ciabattini 

Lately there is much talk of Financial Fair Play, of the possible sanctions for those who do not comply with the rules and of the impact of this UEFA rule on future choices of football 

clubs. 

Together with Paolo Ciabattini, author of the book “Winning with the Financial Fair Play (Vincere con il Fair Play Finanziario)”, we have 

analysed some of the purely technical aspects concerning the rules put in motion by UEFA. 

The objective is to evalute the margins of maneuver that the clubs have to be within the parameters and to understand better the controls and 

functions of the UEFA panel. 

Taking advantage of the availabilty of Dott. Ciabattini we have also addressed various issues of business in the sporting world, such as sponsorships, 

stadiums and tv rights, highlighting especially the gap that is being created our Serie A and the other top european leagues. 

Dott. Ciabattini, we are there, the Financial Fair Play (FFP) is begining to make its effect on the accounts of football clubs. The true protagonist of last 

session of the transfer market was the FPF? 

Last summer players transfer market was certainly  sicuramente effected by the Financial Fair Play, although with a few exceptions. The euopean clubs have spent 

nearly 400 million of euro less than the average invested in the last four seasons. In particular in Italy the clubs spent less that finally showed a surplus even if of only 4 

million euros (Transfermarkt data) and in Spain where a surplus of +61 million euros was registered. The last time that the Serie A recorded a surplus in the transfer 

market was in 2005 when a + 52 million euros was registered. The only truely undisputed protagonist of the transfer market was Paris Saint Germain that after the 100 

million of last year, has invested another 140 considering only the market value of the players. Yes, because then there are the salaries that have a much more effect 

especially in France. 

UEFA has established that revenue resulting from transactions with related parties will not be considered as relevant income, for the FFP parameters, if exceeding the market fair value. 

With the exponential growth of sponsorship contracts and naming rights (e.g. Chevrolet/Manchester United, Qatar Foundation/Barcellona), how will the EUFA Club Financial Control 

Panel to deterime which are the right market values? 

An indipendent financial body has been created, the Club Financial Control Body, whose task will be to check that the clubs qualified to participate in the European 

competions, have complied with the FPF requirements. This body is composed mainly of legal and financial experts and is totally independent from national 

federations. It will keep watch on the ways capital gains are used, will prevent all business deals of trademarks and especially on every transaction with related parties 

that can generate a higher revenue that what is defined as “fair value” or “market value”. 



In fact, in these last months, the average value of the main sponsors of the top clubs have increased considerably. Chevrolet from 2014-2015 will pay to Manchester 

United 62 million euros. Quatar Foundation 30 million to Barcellona. Standard Chartered 23,6 to Liverpool and Deutsche Telekon 22 to climb to Bayern without 

forgetting the approximately 30 million euros of Manchester City and those of that the Qatar Bank will invest so its name appears on the PSG shirt. UEFA has 

established that in the case where the sponsor is related to the company that owns the club, the value of the sponsorship must not exceed the fair value or the market 

value. 

To determine the market value of a sponsorship UEFA may consult specialised consultancy companies who will establish the value on the basis of certain parameters, 

the total value of the trademark of the club as well as the maximum level for the type of sponsorship (main sponsor, technical sponsor etc). The parameters that will be 

taken in consideration  will be the number of supporters, the trophies won, the history and in general the charm it has on the general public, the appeal that its 

trademark is able to generate among potential buyers. 

According to you, in addition to transactions with related parties, can there be for the clubs other escamtage or accounting tricks with which the EUFA control panel can be evaded? 

Yes, operations with unrelated parties. For example, with a friend, or better with a fictious nominee. 

Let me explain better. For example, if PSG was to sell to a friend of the Sheikh, and a friend for sure the sheikh has many, a box at the stadium for 30 million euros for a 

season, even though they are not a related part, it still results as a transaction at a value significantly higher than the market value. In this case, it is manifest that it is 

not a third party transaction, but a part which has in some way an interest and therefore cannot be considered as related  and thus fall within the scope of the fair value 

of the transaction. The burden of the proof of showing that this is not a related party transaction falls on the club which will have many difficulties, given the value of 

the transaction itself to proof otherwise. 

Ultimately, even if the part with whom the transaction is performed does not appear to be correlated, if the value is higher that the market the control body intervenes 

to reduce the relevant income within the fair value. 

A second case could be the one in which there are many sponsors as complementary related parties, imagine 50 sponsors at 3 million per season, which however comply 

individually with the fair value. In this case, the limit will be constituted by the maximum value of the trademark in terms of the total sponsorhip. In this case the excess 

of revenues will also not be considered for the purposes of the FPF. 

In recent years the turnovers of italian clubs have shown relatively low growth rates if compared with those of the top European clubs. Is it not reductive ascribing this gap which has 

been created only to the lack of not having own stadiums? 

Yes, in recent years, the rate of growth of turnover of italian clubs was close to zero while as regards all the other countries there has been a considerable increase 

Revenue from the stadiums of italian clubs, are the lowest among the top clubs. Merchandising activity, is penalized by the circulation of counterfeit  material bearing 

the club’s trademark in Italy. Sponsorships confirm figures on average much lower as compared to other top clubs, and only one club has its own stadium. In 7 years, 

compared to the 2005 budget, Barcellona has increased by 2 and a half as much its revenue, Real Madrid has almost doubled it, Manchester United has increased by 

nearly 60%. Juventus has registerd loses of more then 10% and over 20% in respect to 2006 when it reached 251 million in turnover, Milan and Inter have slightly 

increased. 

In this moment, the model of italian business appears to be hardly sustainable and less competitive. A major role is still being played by the patrons with the constant 

supply of capital. 
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A necessary balance in the relationship between costs and revenues is much needed and also an increase in the diversification on the revenue side too much tied to the 

voice of tv rights. 

In spite of the introduction of collective bargaining has meant a reduction for the top clubs of around 20% / 25%, the tv rights still appear to be the only item in which 

italian teams remain highly competitive. 

In respect to the commercial revenue voice however, the gap in repect to the other top clubs is still considerable.  

Juventus, budget 2011, highlights an unfavourable gap of 120 million compared to Bayern, Real and Barca, while Milan which is the italian club with the highest income 

from commercial activity, of almost 90 million. 

Certainly not a better scenario that regards revenue from the stadiums where once again italian clubs are located in the last positions among the top clubs, with 

differences in value on turnover approaching or exceeding 80 million per season. 

The reasons for this are many, but the most important is surely the backwardness of our stadiums which, apart from Juventus are not owned by the clubs. 

In Italy, stadiums are often dilapidated, outdated, with limited spaces dedicated to Corporate Hospitality. They are only used on the day of the match and do not have 

within them restaurants, shops, cinemas, entertainment areas for children, infrastructures that will increase and diversify revenues. They have a high maintenance 

cost and of rent. In addition they are often uncomfortable and the visibilty is not at its best. It is absolutely necessary that other italian clubs follow the example set up 

by Juventus, with the “Juventus Stadium” . 

Having owened stadiums represents a “MUST” for our clubs. 

In doing so there will be an increase in the attendance, again another area in which our clubs  figure in a position of a great disadvantage if one takes in consideration 

that in relation to the 2010 season, the average attendance per match in german and english stadiums were respectively equal to 42 thousand and 35 thousand units 

against the 25 thousand units of the Serie A. 

If one looks at the data relating to the most important clubs in recent years, the teams that have registered  a record in the highest average attendance of spectators 

were Manchester United, with over 75,000 spectators per game and Barcellona with 76,000 units. 

The percentage of usage of the capacity of the major stadium, is that of Bayern, which is 100%, exceeding english clubs which register with Arsenal, Manchester United 

and Chelsea “only” 99%. These data are really impressive when compared with those of the italian teams that fluctuate between 65% and 50% with the exception of 

Juventus which in the last season has almost always registered a sold out. 

Revenues from sponsorships and commercial activities of the italian clubs are the lowest of the top 5 european leagues. Serie A in season 2010/11 totaled € 318 million, while the Premier 

League and the Bundesliga more then double. What can be the causes of such a wide gap? 

The revenue from commercial activity of Seria A clubs for 2010 budgets are the lowest of the 5 top european leagues with 310 millioni euros in total against the 697 in 

Germany, the 610 in England, the 450 of Spain and the 312 of France. 

We are even behind France even before the arrival of the Sheikh owner of  PSG. 

In 2011 things did not get better. 
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At the level of sponsor the gap is again considerably wide. It is evident that there is a lesser appeal on the part of our championship in respect to the Premier and Liga. 

Proof is the international tv rights of our Serie A which are very low. On the other hand, the Premier is viewed around the world. The problem, however, does not 

concerns only the quality of our championship. It is also a question of how much appeal our country has today in the eyes of potential foreign investors. In Italy there 

are no clubs with foreign owners. Half the Premiership teams are owned by Russians, Arab and American tycoons. These tycoons with more or less related partners, 

have an easy access to millionaire sponsorships . Good examples are Gazprom with Chelsea or Aithad with Manchesetr City. The truth is that these sponsors for the 

time being have no intention or interest to invest in our country. If as it is being said in 2014, Qatar will invest several billiion in the “Made In Italy”, then things will 

change and the revenues from commercial activities of italian clubs will increase. 

We are also paying the crisis that has hit for example more Italy then Germany. In Germany more cars are sold then in Italy. It is normal that Audi which used to 

sponsor a top italian club now forms part of  large portofolio of sponsors of Bayern. 

Analaysing the data of proceeds from merchandising activities, in Italy, the brands of football clubs are less protected than the rest of Europe? 

Already in 2009, Serie A produced a little more than a third of the Liga and Premier and almost half of the Bundesliga.  

In 2010 things have not much improved even if the turnover for merchandising and licensing has passed from 64 to 77 million thus registering + 20%. The distances as 

compared to the 168 of the Premier and the 130 of Bundesliga remained virtually unchanged. With respect to the Liga which totals 190 million the comparative value has 

even increased. 

Manchester United 2009 budget has reached a turnover of  24 million pounds sterling. 

Vice versa the italian clubs are stationary to the 9 million of Milan and the 6 million ofJuventus in 2011 budgets.  

A part of question may be accounted for by the problem of the parallel counterfeit market of the brands that in Italy represents a portion of turnover significantly 

higher than in other countries. 

In Germany in recent years, football clubs revenues have increased considerably; stadiums are full, modern, comfortable and register record rates of attendance which almost reach 

100%; the effect of personel cost on revenue is little above 50%. The German model is the new benchmark for the football industry? 

German football is in net growth both from an economic point of view and as regards to sport results. Demostration of this is  the fact that German football has 

superseded us in the UEFA ranking which determines the number of teams playing in the Champions League.  

A great boost was received on the occassion of the 2006 World Cup played in Germany which meant a huge investment in infrastructure. Apart from Bayern which owns 

its own stadium, the other clubs have to rely on stadiums property of the city hall, but which guarantee in terms of comfort, quality and safety the highest standards. 

This of course has allowed, a significant increase in  revenue from stadiums.  

Also as regards to youth nurseries, Germany appears to be pretty ahead. In recent years, German clubs have invested quite considerably in the so-called “Academies”, 

obtaining important results at national team level and, significantly lowered both the average team age and the salaries scale. 

Serie A on the other hand is the league with the oldest average age in Europe. Only 4% of the players playing in the ‘Campionato Primavera’ (Youth League) make it to 

play in  Serie A. 
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In Germany in each match day of the league, 23 under 21 players take part, of which 17 are germans, while in Italy only 10 of which only 4 italians. The under 21 first team 

players  of german nationality are 12 whereas in Italy less then 2. 

It seems that the german licensing system to participate in the league is rigorous and punctual in controls that are put in motion and gives the proper importance to 

the clubs financial and economic situation. 

The clubs are generally associations. Only Bayern is an exception since its part of the “FC Bayern München AG”, which is a public company controlled by an association 

with 187,865 members who have a share of 87,4%. Adidas AG and Audi AG hold the other 9,1% each. In general its not forseen an intervenion of a patron to cover losses. 

This means that special attention is made to the club’s financial situation. 

Bayern is a good example since its the 20th consecutive year in which its closed its financial year with a profit. In fiancial year 2012 it has also allocated dividends for 5.5 

million euros. 

To bear witness to the growth of German soccer from an economic point of view, there is also the Deloitte ranking for europea n clubs that takes also in consideration 

the net turnover of gains  from players transfers. 

Bayern Munich is the fourth european team with the highest turnover despite the local tv rights of german teams had until 2012 the lowest among the 5 top leagues. 

From the current season instead there will be a substantial  consistente increase in tv rights of the Bundesliga which have reached a record figure of 4.15 billion euros 

for the four seasons from 2013 to 2017. 

In the ranking relative to the 2011 budgets, in the first 10 places german clubs are present with Bayern in fourth place and Schalke in 10th with 202 million euros. 

Sixteenth is Borussia Dortmund with 138,5 million euros which in 2102 rose to 189,1 million. In eighteenth place there is Hamburg with 1128,8 million euros of turnover. 

Bayern has the highest commercial revenue with 173 in 2011 and 177,7 in 2012. Sixth is Schalke with 90,9, in front of clubs the like of Chelsea, Arsenal and Juventus. 

In the light of the above, it is obvious that the Bundesliga today appears to be the best reference model for the football industry. 

Returning to the FFP, clubs accounts are not drawn up in an unique accounting principle, but changes depending to the belonging country or on the basis of the fact whether the club is 

quoted or not on the stock exchange. This involves significant differences in the drafting of accounts?  

Clubs quoted on the stock exchange draw up their accounts according to the IFRS (International, Financial, Reporting Standard). The other clubs on the basis of the 

national accounting standards. The differences arising from the adoption of the 2 different principles may also be significant. For example a year ago, Manchester 

United, before being quoted on the stock exchange, has reclassified its financial accounts on the usual UK accounting principles, that  ended on 30 June 2011, on the 

IFRS bases. The result has greatly improved due to the fact that the IFRS does not provide for the depreciation of the start-up. 

In respect to the financial results for the FFP purposes, however, there are no substantial differences in so much for example the depreciation of the start-up is not 

considered in the final calculation of the result. 

We can say that any differences that would be generated from the adoption of different accounting principles, are absorbed from the legislation itself that in turn 

excludes them from the calculation of the balance result. 

A difference that could generate discrepancies, is however the management of the accounting of the costs that are incurred on the acquisition of the performing rights  
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of players, the so called transfer card. 

The 60% of clubs capitalize and depreciate these costs in equal instalments over the term of contract of the player. The remaining 40% of clubs show them directly as 

expenditure in the year of acquisition. At the same time, however, if one take in consideration the clubs which qualified for the 2011-2012 European competions, the 

percentage of the clubs that adopt the policy of spreading the cost along the lenght of the contract increases up to 91%.  

This means that only 9% of the clubs has expensed the entire cost of the players bought in the same year of acquisition.  

Concluding that for the purposes of the FFP, the adoption of different accounting principles does not involve significant differences. 

In the variuos European countries there are different laws regarding the distribution of proceeds from television rights, just as there are differences in tax and benefit systems. All of this 

may create inequities between football clubs? 

Yes there are and even considerably, but on this UEFA cannot intervene. 

I understand that there are a few differences in certain percentage points in terms of social security contributions and taxes on income between different european 

countries. Italy is one of the nations most penalized in this direction and has a salary cost certainly greater then England and Germany. At value in spite of the heavy 

reduction in salary wieght adopted by both Inter and Milan, we could speak about the impact of more  then half a million on an annaul basis. 

With respect to Spain in these years the difference in terms only of taxation touch lightly about 20% thanks to the ‘Beckam law’ which heavily reduced taxation for 

players considered on the same level of “artists”. 

The law was abolished almost 2 years ago, but it is still in force for the old contracts still in vigor . 

The only nation to which we have today, a competitive advantage, is France, that with the introduction for the next 2 years of the law which provides for the taxation of 

75% for salaries over a million euro will have  a resounding cost of salaries. 

Vice versa, with respect to television rights, our top clubs apart from the Premier, enjoy a more advantegeous situation.  

In spite of the collective bargaining and the consequent breakdown that has negatively impacted in the last two years, our top clubs yet reach today a turnover from the 

sale of tv rights which is only second to the two spanish teams that needless to say benefit from a situation which is extremely favourable, since Spain is the only 

country in which remain in force the individual contracting  . 

Real and Barca alone collect more then half the tv rights of the Liga, that is to say more then all the other 18 clubs participating in the spanish league. 

With the contract that will come into force from the 2013-2014 season, the Premiership has reached including the tv rights that are sold abroad, 2.5 million euros per 

season. The distribution, however, is less meritcratic than in Italy and it foresees that 50% are fairly divided among the 20 clubs that participate in the Priemership. 

The three year period 2013-2015 previded 1 billion for tv rights in Serie A. Far behind are Liga and Ligue One. The Bundesliga from this year will exceed one billion per 

season. 

Today, Juventus with its 90,5 million of the 2012 budget that in 2013 could reach 104, is still one of the clubs in Europe that collects more in terms of local tv rights. 

Manchester City collects 176, Manchestre United 175. 
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If the Premiership model of tv rights distribution is adopted, Juve would get 38 million less while United 36 million more. 

UEFA has announced that, as regards to sanctions, if the break-even requirement is not met, but the club is on the path to improve, the said sanctions are not automatic and can be 

relieved and/or suspended. Can you explain better this aspect? 

I believe or rather I hope that UEFA intends saying that on par of the same deviations relative to the 45 million maximum allowable deviation, clubs showing a positive 

trend will certainly be “rewarded” or rather sactioned less. Giving the same weight to the trend and to financial losses apart that its not in line with the content of the 

legistlation would be deeply unfair towards those deserving clubs that have immediately implemented effective corrective actions, such as Milan. 

Imporving the trend is very easy if one has to begin from a deficit of 225 million like Manchester City in 2011. Getting worse is practically impossible. Vice versa, 

balanced accounts, can easily change into a significant deficit as a result, for example, to fail to qualify or being eliminated early in the Champions League. The 

margins of discretion that UEFA has adopted initially in terms of penalties in respect to the violation of the rules are very high. It makes sense at the moment in which 

the objective is to help the clubs on the right way to protect always all. It would be blatantly unfair not to exclude Manchester City from 2014-2015 competitions only 

because it has reduced the resounding deficit recorded 2011 of 225 million, perhaps to one as high as 150 million. The teams that will record an aggregate loss in the 

years 2012-2013 of over the sum of 45 million allowed, must be punished in a proportionate manner to the competitve advantages that they could be able to have in the 

2012-2013-2014 seasons, thanks to the money spent more. Three seasons are too much. The cost for a season of a top player, a definition much abused lately, but that 

implies a reference to one of those players that really do make a difference, who cost 30 million, earns 6 million net with a 5 year contract, is of 18 million euro a year in 

Italy, while in some other countries even less, 15/16 million a year thanks to the different tax and social security treatment. Clubs that have an offset of 60 million with 

respect to the maximum allowable deviation, i.e. a loss on aggregate for a two year period of 105 million compared to the 45 allowed, can afford the equivalent of 2 top 

players more per season.  It is clear that this deviation generates a huge competitive advantage  UEFA will have to rebalance the whole project with appropriate 

sanctions. The positive trend, i.e. the reduction of deficits is important, but the numbers, namely, the deviation with respect to diversions have to be much more. 
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In recent days too much talk was made on soccer audiovisual rights. On 6 November 2012, in ‘Lega’, the presidents gathered together to commence building 

the foundations in respect to the allocation of funds arising from the transmission in clear of  matches for the triennium 2012-2015. 

At the end of the assembly, all the presidents present gave an appointment to meet again in the coming weeks in order to explore further ulteriori 

suppositions of redistribution. 

This decision has spurred me to update one of my old works of 2009 where, in unsuspected time, propped me to discuss that 30% of TV revenue intended to 

indentify the basin of utilization of soccer clubs which, as seen in recent years in more then one occassion, has animated the assemblies of the ‘Lega’. 

Let us briefly analyse how the soccer world has changed under the economic profile. 

It is now evident that the “principles” that govern the sport world, in particular soccer, are substantially changed compared to those preached by Baron De 

Coubertin. 

The pure ludic and ethic approach has been outsted by well more pragmatic principles of economic logic of the clubs now so much ‘business oriented’ on a full time scale. 

The game of football, has met since the beginning of the twentieth century the favour of the public, involving gradual increase in audiences consisting mainly in fans. 

The initial sports phenomenon has soon evolved in a phenomenon of complex sociological implications, economic and sometimes also of public order. 

The economic component of the phenomenon football proved predominant in the early years of the 80’s with the launch of the first non episodic sponsorizations. 

The mass football event has been amplified by diffusions (let me play on words) with mass media means: first the radio then subsequently the television. 

Since the ’90s, with the advent of the pay-tv first and, subsequently, with the introduction of new broadcasting technologies (satellite, mobile phones), the enjoyment of the football 

event has accelerated the growth of all the business connected to it. 

The clubs, on the other hand, have begun to take conscience of the new economic asset which, until then unconsciously, were in possession:  the transimission of the sporting event 

in which they are participating. 

This new asset, however, did not involve any burden but rather totally added to the classic revenues (tickets, advertising, capital gains). 

Until the 2009/2010 season, television rights were governed on the basis of individual agreements between the clubs and the broadcasters (SKY, LA7, Mediaset, adding too mobile 

platforms). 

The old bargaining rights of audiovisual (but also the current, as now conceived) caused apparent disparity between revenue reserved for the big teams, in respect to those so called      



small teams. 

The analysis of data related to the 2007/2008 season highlights a gap between the revenues of the team paid more to that paid less by 5 times as much. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This disparity has also caused an impact at the level of sports results, today more then ever, influenced by the spending capacity of football clubs; the obvious effect is that the last 

championships were dominated by only three teams, Inter, Juventus e Milan. 

With the intent to limit these imbalances, the Legislature has  intervened to regulate the scope of television rights (redefined audiovisual rights) with the enactment of the 

Legislative Decree n. 9 of the 9/1/2008, whose provisions are in force with effect from 2010/2011 season. 

These provisions, which in the future will govern the audiovisual rights, are based on some criteria milestones - 

1. collective bargaining 

2. the distribution according to pre-set criteria on the basis of more parameters. 

The parameters are the following: 

 40% in equal parts between all the teams of the Serie A; 
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 30% on the basis of  audience share, 

 5% resident population 

 25% popular surveys on the number of fans the team. 

 30% on the bases of results obtained by the team 

 5% on the bases of the results of the season; 

 15% on the bases of the results of the previous five years, 

 10% based on historical results from 1946/47 season. 

A recent article published on www.tifosobilanciato.it (see article in the Ottobre - Dicembre 2012 edition of this newsletter) simulates the distribution of revenue updated for  

2012/2013 season. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As can be clearly seen, although the ratio “first to last” (relationship between those who perceive more and who perceives the least) has diminished (Juventus 103,8 and Pescara 24, 

8 – First to Last equivalent to 4,19) compared with the data reported in table 1 (Ratio First to Last = 5,16) the difference is still big; its suffice to say that in England, for example, with 

the same ratio (Manchester City and Wolves) is equal to about 1,55. 

In order to align the allocation to the European average, I have assumed a different redistribution of resources by reducing by 50% the weight of the percentage used for the 

determination of audience share (term somewhat occasional) by introducing (for a weight equal to 15% of the whole income) a new parameter: the coefficient of demployment of the 
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stadium. 

Let us explain the reason for this choice. 

In recent years there has been a turnout of spectators, in italian stadiums, always diminishing as shown in the table below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The causes can be due to several factors: decaying stadiums, acts of violence (not so much inside the stadium, but outside), a league which sees as protagonist always the same 3 

teams, the advent of television and ultimately, certainly, the introduction of the supporter card. 

The asset “revenue from matches” that, before the advent of TV, represented the larger slice of revenue for football clubs, has decreased significantly. 

Analyzing the entries resulting from “Revenue from Matches”, “Revenue from Broadcasting Rights” and “Revenue from Sponsors and Commercial Activities” the result is 

significantly outside of the EU average: TV income accounts for 60% of total revenue (in England revenue from television rights score only approximately to 35%). 
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As stated in his recent study, Prof. Di Domizio (www.crusoe.it) – rapporteur of my thesis in 2009 - the ability of a football club to fill a stadium represents a value not only 

economic, that should be awarded both if effectively exploited or on the contrary, penalized. 

From this reflection was born the idea to reward those clubs able to stimulate the spectators attendance, by encouraging such an activity by giving, exactly, a percentage resulting by 

the revenues of TV rights with a redistribution conceived as follows: 

1. 40% in equal parts 

2. 30% on the basis of the results obtained by the team 

 5% on the basis of the results obtained in the season; 

 15% on the basis of the results obtained in the previous five years; 

 10% based on historical results obtained from 1946/47 season; 

3. 15% on the basis of the audience share; 

4. 15% on the basis of the employment factor of the stadium. (It should be pointed out the the employment factor of the 

stadium takes into account both the number of fans that, on average attend to matches and also the total capacity of 

the stadium). 

Taking in consideration the data reported in the simulation (see Figure 2) elaborated on the site www.tifosobilanciato.it concerning the 2012/2013 season, and all the data 

regarding the average spectators reported in table 2 (taking in consideration the data of last season with the exception of the newly promoted – see note *** ), calculating the  

coefficient of employment of the stadiums of the clubs in Serie A. 

I would like to stress that, unfortunately, for unknow reasons, those responsable of such information do not make known the official data of the number of crowds in stadiums, 

therefore, the data reported below, may not be accurate. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once the coefficients of employment of the stadiums is obtained, the revenues would be as follows:  
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As can be seen from table 5 a different distribution of about 142,5 millioni of euros based on a “merit criterion”, linked to the ability of each individual team to fill its own stadium, 

would alter substantially the system of the entire distribution of shares coming from TV rights, with a report “First to Last” (team paid more on team paid less) that goes from 4,2 to 

about 2,7. 

It is clear that an allocation made in this way, would penalize those teams that now benefit from a very broad audience share but this also depends on the ability of the club to 

promote its product, in the wider audience share in respect to the smaller relities. 

A supporter more at the stadium, in this way, would produce a positive effect not only as regards the “revenues from matches”, not only on revenue from the merchandising 

component that would develop, but also on its share from television rights. 

To benefit from it, according to me, would also be the spectacle. Half filled stadiums certainly do not make the “football product” fully attractive. 

In addition, it could accelerate the process  -  that all wish to see but nobody, except for Juventus  -  of building own stadiums which in the course of a few years would allow football 

clubs to totally get out from the dependency of revenue from audiovisual rights. 

Surely such a redistribution may be questioned under different points, therefore it cannot be a point of arrival, but, exclusively, a point of departure. 

One might consider, for example, to modulate the distribution on the basis of the average employment for both the home and away matches in order to test the teams appeal 

outside their own territory and promote the transfers of supporters that, according to all the fans (and not only), continue to be of a deternement thus encouraging , exclusively, to 

loose ones interest and love in a what we must never forget is “only” a Sport event. 
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IS THE LAW ENOUGH, TO HAVE MODERN STADIUMS AND FILL THEM UP?IS THE LAW ENOUGH, TO HAVE MODERN STADIUMS AND FILL THEM UP?IS THE LAW ENOUGH, TO HAVE MODERN STADIUMS AND FILL THEM UP?   

From various parts, even recently, an appeal is trying be launched to the political class, so that with a flick of a hand, and rightly its the case, definetly the final text 

of the law which saw its birth four years ago, between various stages, waiting to be approved by the Senate . 

The theme on stadiums will come up again and again, with interviews with those who are more engaged, trying to deal with, as always, 

the different angles of this issue, which could contribute more in developing the italian sport industry. 

Among the next issues, for example, we propose the idea of the “project bond” launched by the Ing. Boldoni, on the sensitive issue of the 

provision of financial means. But from many parts, doubts are arised, about the possibilty of the current ruling class of our clubs, to give 

rise to serious investment projects on both a medium and long term, which in addition should rightly strengthen the assests 

In fact if one tries to observe two indisputable facts: one, in the last ten years, the turnover of the ‘Serie A’ has come close to 1,700 million and, of these, a good slice 

(even more then 70%!), has finished in the pockets of players and coaches; the other, in the last two years, the Juventus Stadium and shortly the restyling of the 

Friuli Stadium of Udinese. Clearly, the profit margins to set aside a slice of the annual volume, was to an extent of the clubs, if willingly, the administrative 

difficulties could be overcome. 

Therefore one might think that perhaps the problem lies not in the lack of a law of reference. Also because the law in question place some principles, 

administrative facilities, but zero finacial aid. 

If we then add that in some circumstances, example the national rugby team in the Olimpico Stadium in Rome, or the Boston Celtic in the Forum of Assago, it is 

possible to fill our sport plants, the doubt strengthens. 

The challenge of sports clubs, in constructing new stadiums, an essential requirement, is linked to their ability, and willingness, to grow with the right 

managerial skills. In configuring organisations devoted to the management of economic realities with an identity linked more to the activity of marketing, ranging 

from the promotion to the organization of events, from the management of the flow of spectators to the awareness of the consumer habits of their fans... 

Will our presidents manage to divert resources from the beloved  “game” of the exchange of cards, i.e. the players? 
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Trieste is a city and seaport in northeastern Italy. It is situated towards the end of a narrow strip of land lying between the Adriatic Sea and Italy's border with 

Slovenia, which lies almost immediately south and east of the city. Trieste is located at the head of the Gulf of Trieste and throughout history it has been 

influenced by its location at the crossroads of Germanic, Latin and Slavic cultures. In 2009, it had a population of about 205,000 and it is the capital of the 

autonomous region Friuli-Venezia Giulia and Trieste province. 

Trieste was one of the oldest parts of the Habsburg Monarchy from 1382 until 1918. In the 19th century, it was then most important port of one of the Great 

Powers of Europe. As a prosperous seaport in the Mediterranean region, Trieste became the fourth largest city of the Austro-Hungarian Empire (after Vienna, Budapest, and Prague). 

In the fin-de-siecle period, it emerged as an important hub for literature and music. However, the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian Empire and Trieste's union to Italy after World 

War I led to some decline of its "Mittel-European" cultural and commercial importance. Enjoying an economic revival during the 1930s and throughout the Cold War, Trieste was 

an important spot in the struggle between the Eastern and Western blocs. Today, the city is in one of the richest regions of Italy, and has been a great centre for shipping, through its 

port (Port of Trieste), shipbuilding and financial services. 

Name:  The original pre-Roman name of the city Tergeste derives from the Illyrian and Venetic words terg- (market) and est- (place) is etymologically related with the 

Scandinavian torg(et), Old Church Slavonic tьrgъ, Slovenian and Serbo-Croatian trg / tržište meaning "market" and mesto / mjesto meaning "place", Romanian tirgu, and 

Albanian word treg, all meaning "market". Roman authors also transliterated the name as Tergestum. Modern names of the city include: Italian: Trieste, Slovene: Trst, German: 

Triest, Hungarian: Trieszt; Croatian: Trst, Serbian: Трст, Trst. 

Geography:  Trieste is situated in the northernmost part of the high Adriatic in North-east Italy, near the border with Slovenia. 

The city lies on the Gulf of Trieste. Built mostly on a hillside that becomes a mountain, Trieste's urban territory is situated at the foot of an imposing 

escarpment that comes down abruptly from the Kras Plateau towards the sea. The Kras heights, close to the city, reach an altitude of 458 metres (1,502 ft) 

above sea level. 

History 

Ancient era:  Originally an Illyrian settlement the town was later captured by the Carni. From 177 BC Tergeste was under the Romans. It was granted the 

status of colony under Julius Caesar, who recorded its name as Tergeste in his Commentarii de bello Gallico (51 BC). During Roman times, Tergeste was 

defined an "Illyrian city" by Artemidorus of Ephesus, a Greek geographer, and "Carnic" by Strabo. 

In imperial times the border of "Roman Italia" moved from the Timavo river to Formione (today Risano). The Roman Tergeste lived a flourishing 

period due to its position as a crossroad from Aquileia, the main Roman city in the area, and Istria, and as a port as well, some ruins of which are still 

visible. Augustus built a line of walls around the city in 33-32 BC, while Trajan built a theatre in the 2nd century AD. 

In the Early Christian era it remained a flourishing center, and after the end of the Western Roman Empire (in 476), Trieste was a Byzantine military 

outpost. In 567 AD the city was destroyed by the Lombards, in the course of their invasion of northern Italy. In 788 it became part of the Frankish 

kingdom, under the authority of their count-bishop. From 1081 the city came loosely under the Patriarchate of Aquileia, developing into a free 

commune by the end of the 12th century. 

By www.wikipediaBy www.wikipediaBy www.wikipedia   

Satellite view of Trieste 

Remains of a Roman arch in 
Trieste's old town 
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Habsburg Empire:  After two centuries of war against the nearby major power, the Republic of Venice (which occupied it briefly from 1369 to 1372), the 

main citizens of Trieste petitioned Leopold III of Habsburg, Duke of Austria to become part of his domains. The agreement of cessation was signed in 

October 1382, in St. Bartholomew's church in the village of Šiška (apud Sisciam), today one of the city quarters of Ljubljana. The citizens, however, 

maintained a certain degree of autonomy up until the 17th century. 

Following an unsuccessful Habsburg invasion of Venice in the prelude to the War of the League of Cambrai, the Venetians occupied Trieste again in 

1508, and under the terms of the peace were allowed to keep the city. The Habsburg Empire recovered Trieste a little over one year later, however, when 

conflict resumed. 

Trieste became an important port and trade hub. In 1719, it was made a free port within the Habsburg Empire by Emperor Charles VI, and remained a free port until 1 July 1891. The 

reign of his successor, Maria Theresa of Austria, marked the beginning of a flourishing era for the city. 

In 1768, the German art historian Johann Joachim Winckelmann was murdered by a robber in Trieste, while on his way from Vienna to Italy. 

Trieste was occupied by French troops three times during the Napoleonic Wars, in 1797, 1805 and in 1809. Between 1809 and 1813, it was annexed to the Illyrian Provinces, 

interrupting its status of free port and losing its autonomy. The municipal autonomy was not restored after the return of the city to the Austrian Empire in 1813. Following the 

Napoleonic Wars, Trieste continued to prosper as the Free Imperial City of Trieste (Reichsunmittelbare Stadt Triest), a status that granted economic freedom, but limited its 

political self-government. The city's role as main Austrian trading port and shipbuilding centre was later emphasized with the foundation of the merchant shipping line Austrian 

Lloyd in 1836, whose headquarters stood at the corner of the Piazza Grande and Sanità. By 1913 Austrian Lloyd had a fleet of 62 ships comprising a total of 236,000 tons. With the 

introduction of the constitutionalism in the Austrian Empire in 1860, the municipal autonomy of the city was restored, with Trieste became capital of the Adriatisches Küstenland, 

the Austrian Littoral region. 

The particular Friulian dialect, called Tergestino, spoken until the beginning of the 19th century, was gradually overcome by the Triestine dialect 

of Venetian (a language deriving directly from vulgar Latin) and other languages, including German grammar, Slovene and standard Italian 

languages. While Triestine was spoken by the largest part of the population, German was the language of the Austrian bureaucracy and Slovene 

was predominant in the surrounding villages. From the last decades of the 19th century, Slovene language speakers grew steadily, reaching 25% of 

the overall population of the municipality of Trieste in 1911 (30% of the Austro-Hungarian citizens in Trieste). 

According to the 1911 census, the proportion of Slovene speakers amounted to 12.6% in the city center, 47.6% in the suburbs, and 90.5% in the 

surroundings. They were the largest ethnic group in 9 of the 19 urban neighborhoods of Trieste, and 

represented an absolute majority in 7 of them. The Italian speakers, on the other hand, were 60.1% of the 

population in the city center, 38.1% in the suburbs, and 6.0% in the surroundings. They were the largest linguistic group in 10 of the 19 urban 

neighborhoods, and represented the majority in 7 of them (including all 6 in the city center). Of the 11 villages included within the city limits, 

the Slovene speakers had an overwhelming majority in 10, and the German speakers in one (Miramare). 

German speakers amounted to 5% of the city's population, with the highest proportions in the city center. 

A small number of the population spoke Croatian (around 1.3% in 1911), and the city also counted several other smaller ethnic communities: 

Czechs, Istro-Romanians, Serbs and Greeks, which mostly assimilated either to the Italian or Slovene-speaking community. 

In the later part of the 19th century, Pope Leo XIII considered moving his residence to Trieste (or to Salzburg), due to what he considered a 

hostile anti-Catholic climate in Italy, following the Capture of Rome by the newly-founded Kingdom of Italy. However, the Austrian monarch 

Trieste in the 17th century  

The Stock Exchange Square in 1854 

A view of Trieste in 1885 
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Franz Josef I gently rejected this idea. 

The modern Austro-Hungarian Navy used Trieste's shipbuilding facilities for construction and as a base. The construction of the first major trunk railway in the Empire, the Vienna-

Trieste Austrian Southern Railway, was completed in 1857, a valuable asset for trade and the supply of coal. 

At the beginning of the 20th century, Trieste was a buzzing cosmopolitan city frequented by artists and philosophers such as James Joyce, Italo Svevo, Sigmund Freud, Dragotin 

Kette, Ivan Cankar, Scipio Slataper, and Umberto Saba. The city was the major port of the Austrian Riviera, and perhaps the only real enclave of Mitteleuropa south of the Alps. 

Viennese architecture and coffeehouses still dominate the streets of Trieste to this day. 

Annexation to Italy:  Together with Trento, Trieste was a main focus of the irredentist movement, which aimed for the annexation to 

Italy of all the lands they claimed were inhabited by an Italian speaking population. Many local Italians enrolled voluntarily in the 

Royal Italian Army (a notable example is the writer Scipio Slataper). 

After the end of World War I, the Austro-Hungarian Empire dissolved, and many of its border areas, including the Austrian Littoral, 

were disputed among its successor states. On November 3, 1918, the Armistice of villa Giusti was signed ending hostilities between Italy 

and Austria-Hungary. Trieste was occupied by the Italian Army (warmly welcomed by the Italian portion of the local population) after 

the Austro-Hungarian troops had been ordered to lay down their arms, a day before the Armistice was due to enter into effect, 

effectively allowing the Italians to claim the region had been taken before the cessation of hostilities (a similar situation occurred in 

South Tyrol). Trieste was officially annexed to the Kingdom of Italy only with the Treaty of Rapallo in 1920. Immediately a policy of 

"deslavification" started with the Italianisation of the Slovene toponyms. The region reorganized under a new administrative unit, 

known as the Julian March (Venezia Giulia). 

The union to Italy, however, brought a loss of importance to the city, as the new state border deprived it of its former hinterland. The 

Slovene ethnic group (around 25% of the population according to the 1910 census suffered persecution by rising Italian Fascism. The period of violent persecution of Slovenes began 

with riots in April 13, 1920, which were organized as a retaliation for the assault on Italian occupying troops in Split by the local Croatian population. Many Slovene-owned shops and 

buildings were destroyed during the riots, which culminated when a group of Italian Fascists, led by Francesco Giunta, burned down the Narodni dom ("National House"), the 

community hall of Trieste's Slovenes. 

After the emergence of the Fascist regime in 1922, an official policy of Italianization continued. Public use of the Slovene language was prohibited, by 1927 all Slovene associations 

were dissolved, while names and surnames of Slavic and German origin were Italianized by the end of 1930. Several thousand Slovenes from Trieste, especially intellectuals, 

emigrated to the Kingdom of Yugoslavia and to South America, where many became prominent in their field. Among the notable Slovene émigrés from Trieste were the writers 

Vladimir Bartol and Josip Ribičič, the legal theorist Boris Furlan, and the architect Viktor Sulčič. Meanwhile several thousands ethnic Italians from Dalmatia moved to Trieste from 

the newly created Yugoslavia. 

In the late 1920s, Yugoslav irredentism started to appear, and the Slovene militant anti-fascist organization TIGR carried out several bomb attacks in the city centre. In 1930 and 1941, 

two trials against Slovene activists were held in Trieste by the fascist Special Tribunal for the Security of the State. 

Despite the demise of its traditional multicultural and pluri-linguistic character, and the emigration of many Slovene and most of the German speakers, the overall population 

continued to grow. Even the economy enjoyed a significant improvement in the late 1930s, with development of industrial activities. 

The Fascist Regime built several new infrastructures and public buildings, including the almost 70 m (unknown operator: u'strong' ft) high Victory Lighthouse (Faro della 

Ethnic distribution in Istria and Trieste in 
1910/1911: Italians Croats Slovenes Istro-
Romanians 
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Vittoria), which became one of the city's landmarks. The University of Trieste was also established in this period.  

Several artistic and intellectual subcultures continued to swarm even under the repressive Fascist regime. In the 1920s, the city was home to an 

important avant-gardist movement in visual arts, centered around the futurist Tullio Crali and the constructivist Avgust Černigoj. In the same 

period, Trieste consolidated its role as one of the centres of modern Italian literature, with authors such as Umberto Saba, Biagio Marin, Giani 

Stuparich, and Salvatore Satta. Among the non-Italian authors and intellectuals that remained in Trieste, the most notable were the Austrian Julius 

Kugy and the Slovene Boris Pahor. Intellectuals were frequently associated with Caffè San Marco, a cafè in the city still open today. 

The promulgation of the anti-Jewish racial laws in 1938 was a severe blow to the city's Jewish community, the third largest in Italy. The Fascist anti-

semitic campaign resulted in a series of attacks on Jewish property and individuals, culminating in July 1942, when the Great Synagogue was raided 

and devastated by the Fascist Squads and the mob. 

World War II and its aftermath:  With the invasion and occupation of Yugoslavia in April 1941, World War Two came close to Trieste. Starting 

from the winter of 1941, the first Yugoslav partisan units appeared in Trieste province, although the resistance movement did not reach the city itself until late 1943. 

After the Italian armistice in September 1943, the city was occupied by German troops. Trieste became nominally part of the newly constituted Italian Social Republic, but it was de 

facto ruled by Nazi Germany: the Nazis created the Operation Zone of the Adriatic Littoral out of former Italian north-eastern regions, with Trieste as the administrative center. The 

new administrative entity was headed by Friedrich Rainer. Under the Nazi occupation, the only concentration camp with a crematorium on Italian soil was built in a suburb of 

Trieste, at the Risiera di San Sabba, on 4 April 1944. Around 3,000 Jews, South Slavs and Italian anti Fascists were killed in the Risiera, while thousands of others were imprisoned 

before being transferred to other concentration camps. 

The city saw intense Italian and Yugoslav partisan activity, and suffered from Allied bombings. The city's Jewish community was deported to 

extermination camps, where most of them died. 

On April 30, 1945, the Italian anti-Fascist National Liberation Committee (Comitato di Liberazione Nazionale, or CLN) of don Marzari and Savio 

Fonda, constituted of approximately 3,500 volunteers, incited a riot against the German occupiers. On May 1, Allied forces of the Yugoslav Partisans' 

8th Dalmatian Corps arrived and took over most of the city, except for the courts and the castle of San Giusto, where the German garrisons refused 

to surrender to any force other than New Zealanders. The 2nd New Zealand Division continued to advance towards Trieste along Route 14 around 

the northern coast of the Adriatic sea and arrived in the city the next day (see official histories The Italian Campaign and Through the Venetian 

Line. The German forces capitulated on the evening of May 2, but were then turned over to the Yugoslav forces. 

The Yugoslavs held full control of the city until June 12, a period known in the Italian historiography as the "forty days of Trieste". During this 

period, hundreds of local Italians and anti-Communist Slovenes were arrested by the Yugoslav authorities, and many of them disappeared. These 

included former Fascists and Nazi collaborators, but also Italian nationalists, and any other real or potential opponents of Yugoslav Communism. 

Some were interned in Yugoslav concentration camps (in particular at Borovnica, Slovenia), while others were murdered and thrown into the 

potholes ("foibe") on the Karst plateau. 

After an agreement between the Yugoslav leader Josip Broz Tito and the British Field Marshal Harold Alexander, the Yugoslav forces withdrew from 

Trieste, which came under a joint British-U.S. military administration. The Julian March was divided between Anglo-American and Yugoslav 

military administration until September 1947, when the Paris Peace Treaty established the Free Territory of Trieste. 

Zone A of the Free Territory of Trieste (1947-54):  In 1947, Trieste was declared an independent city state under the protection of the United Nations as the Free Territory of 
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Trieste. The territory was divided into two zones, A and B, along the Morgan Line, established in 1945. 

From 1947 to 1954, the A Zone was governed by the Allied Military Government, composed of the American "Trieste United States 

Troops" (TRUST), commanded by Major General Bryant E. Moore, the commanding general of the American 88th Infantry Division, and the "British 

Element Trieste Forces" (BETFOR), commanded by Sir Terence Airey, who were the joint forces commander and also the military governors. Zone 

A covered almost the same area of the current Italian Province of Trieste, except for four small villages south of Muggia, which were given to 

Yugoslavia after the dissolution of the Free Territory in 1954. Zone B, which remained under the military administration of the Yugoslav People's 

Army, was composed of the north-westernmost portion of the Istrian peninsula, between the river Mirna and the Debeli Rtič cape. 

In 1954, the Free Territory of Trieste was dissolved. The vast majority of Zone A, including the city of Trieste, was ceded to Italy. Zone B became part 

of Yugoslavia, along with four villages from the Zone A (Plavje, Spodnje Škofije, Hrvatini, and Jelarji), and was divided among the Socialist Republic of 

Slovenia and Croatia. The annexation of Trieste to Italy was officially announced on 26 October 1954, and was welcomed by the majority of the Trieste 

population. 

The final border line with Yugoslavia, and the status of the ethnic minorities in the areas, was settled in 1975 with the Treaty of Osimo. This line is 

now the border between Italy and Slovenia. 

Main sights 

Zone A and Zone B of the Free 

Territory of Trieste (1947–1954) 

Miramar Castle (1856-1860) 

The Schloß Miramar, on the waterfront 8 km from Trieste, was built between 1856 and 1860 from a project by Carl Junker working under 

Archduke Maximilian. The Castle gardens provide a setting of beauty with a variety of trees, chosen by and planted on the orders of 

Maximilian, that today make a remarkable collection. Features of particular attraction in the gardens include two ponds, one noted 

for its swans and the other for lotus flowers, the Castle annexe ("Castelletto"), a bronze statue of Maximilian, and a small chapel where 

is kept a cross made from the remains of the "Novara", the flagship on which Maximilian, brother of Emperor Franz Josef, set sail to 

become Emperor of Mexico. Much later, the castle was also the home of Prince Amedeo, Duke of Aosta, the last commander of Italian 

forces in East Africa during the Second World War. During the period of the application of the Instrument for the Provisional Regime 

of the Free Territory of Trieste, as establish in the Treaty of Peace with Italy (Paris 10/02/1947), the castle served as headquarters for the 

United States Army's TRUST force. 

Castle of San Giusto (1368 - 1630) 

Designed on the remains of previous castles on the site, it took almost two centuries to build. The stages of the development of the 

Castle's defensive structures are marked by the central part built under Frederick III (1470-1), the round Venetian bastion (1508-9), the 

Hoyos-Lalio bastion and the Pomis, or "Bastione fiorito" dated 1630. 
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Trieste Cathedral (Italian: Cattedrale di San Giusto), dedicated to Saint Justus, is the cathedral and main church of Trieste, in northern 

Italy. It is the seat of the Bishop of Trieste. 

The first religious edifice on the site was built in the 6th century on some Roman propylaea, using part of the existing structure. Perhaps 

the entrance to a monument, this was commonly known as the Capitoline Temple, as a pyramidal altar with the symbols of the Capitoline 

Triad (Jupiter, Juno and Minerva) had been found inside it. 

Between the 9th and 11th centuries, two basilicas were erected on the ruins of the old church, the first dedicated to Our Lady of the 

Assumption and the second, the cathedral, to Saint Justus (San Giusto). The original design of the latter building was subsequently 

lengthened. In the 14th century the two basilicas were joined by means of the demolition of one nave of either basilica and the 

construction of a simple asymmetrical façade, dominated by a delicately worked Gothic rose window, as ornate as the new bell tower, 

using the Romanesque debris stones found on the site and friezes of arms. 

San Giusto Cathedral (1304) 

Serbian Orthodox Church (1869) 

Saint Spyridon Church in Trieste is a Serbian Orthodox church in Italy. History of the Orthodox community in Trieste begins in 1751 

when Empress Maria Theresa allow free practice of religion for Orthodox Christians what prompted immigration of Serbian traders 

from Herceg Novi, Trebinje and Sarajevo to Trieste[1]. In 1781 Orthodox community split into two groups. The first was Greek community 

and second, from which will develop today's Serbian parish, was community which embraced Orthodox South Slavic nations[2]. Since 

1994[3] till the administrative changes within the dioceses of Serbian Orthodox Church, parish in Trieste was under the jurisdiction of 

Metropolitanate of Zagreb and Ljubljana. Today it is under the jurisdiction of Diocese of Central Europe. 

Church of San Nicolò dei Greci 
(1787) 

The Greek Orthodox Church of San Nicolò dei Greci (1787). This church by the architect Matteo Pertsch (1818), with bell towers on both 

sides of the facade, follows the Austrian late baroque style. 

Synagogue of Trieste  (1912) 

It was built between 1908 and 1912, and bears the brilliant hallmark of Christian architects Ruggero and Arduino Berlam. The Temple was 

unveiled in 1912 in the presence of city authorities, and it replaced the four smaller Synagogues that previously existed.  

The synagogue was closed in 1942 following the instigation of the Race laws under the Fascist regime. As soon as the war finished the 

synagogue went back into operation. Today it is recognised as one of the largest and most important place of worship for Jews in Europe. 
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Church of San Silvestro (XI) 

La church of San Silvestro (swiss and valdese reformed evangelical community), is located in piazza San Silvestro. In the romanesque 

style, is one of the most ancient churches in Trieste, probably dating back to 1100. It was purchased by the evangelical community in 1786. 

Arch of Riccardo (33 BC)[citation needed]. It is a Roman gate built in the Roman walls in 33. It stands in Piazzetta Barbacan, in the narrow 

streets of the old town. It's called Arco di Riccardo ("Richard's Arch"), where Riccardo is a corruption of "Cardus", the Roman street 

which crossed it. Folk etimology created a local legend, which says that it was crossed by King Richard of England on the way back from 

the Crusades. 

Arch of Riccardo (33 BC) 

Trieste or Tergeste, which dates to the protohistoric period, was enclosed by walls built in 33–32 BC on Emperor Octavian’s orders. The 

city developed greatly during the 1st and 2nd centuries. 

The Roman theatre lies at the foot of the San Giusto hill, facing the sea. The construction partially exploits the gentle slope of the hill, 

and much of the theatre is made of stone. The topmost portion of the amphitheatre steps and the stage were supposedly made of wood. 

The statues that adorned the theatre, brought back to light in the 1930s, are now preserved at the Town Museum. Three inscriptions 

from the Trajan period mention a certain Q. Petronius Modestus, someone closely connected to the development of the theatre, which 

was erected during the second half of the 1st century. Roman theatre (I secolo a.C.) 

The Lantern (1833) 

The lighthouse of the Lantern of Trieste is located at the top of the Fratelli Bandiera pier (already know as Teresian Pier), at the western end of the 

city, delimiting the entrance to the old port. The construction of the lighthouse, which came into operation in 1833, was commissioned by the city 

governor Charles Zinzendorf, on project of Matteo Pertsch. In addition to the function of lighthouse, in fact, the construction had to also carry out a 

function of the defense of the harbour. The foundations of the lighthouse are based on what was once the Scoglio Zucco. With the construction in 1927 

of the faro della Vittoria on poggio di Greta, the lantern ceased to have the original importance. It was deactivated as a beacon in 1969, and today 

operates only as a lamp forane. The lighthouse is currently also the seat of the section of Trieste of the Italian Naval League. 
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Unione Triestina 2012 is an Italian football club based in Trieste, in the region of Friuli Venezia Giulia. It currently plays in Eccellenza Friuli – Venezia Giulia. 

History 

From the foundation to Serie A:  The club was founded in 1918 as merger of local teams Ponziana and Foot-Ball Club Trieste. The club reached 

Seconda Divisione (now known as Serie B) in 1924. The club successively featured in the first-ever Serie A season in 1929, and played consecutively to the 

Italian top flight until 1956. During those successful times, the team also featured the likes of local Trieste native Nereo Rocco, who played as winger for 

Triestina from 1930 to 1937, becoming also the first player from the team to become part of the Azzurri squad (in 1934). 

Successively, Rocco returned to Triestina as a head coach in 1947, and completed the 1947–48 as Serie A runners-up, 

only behind Torino; this is still, as of today, the best result in history for the Trieste-based club. Rocco then left in 1950 

to be replaced by Hungarian Bela Guttman, who managed to save the club from relegation only in the final matchday. 

Another struggling season followed in 1951–52, with Triestina escaping relegation only after winning playoffs against 

Lucchese and Brescia. During the 1952–53 season, Cesare Maldini made his Serie A debut as a Triestina jersey. In 1953 

Rocco returned to Triestina, but was sacked after 21 matchdays due to poor results. Three more mid-table seasons 

followed before Triestina suffered its first relegation in 1957. Successively, Triestina returned to Serie A in 1958, but 

were relegated in their first comeback season, which is also their last top flight campaign to date. 

The club successively went relegated to Serie C in 1961 once, in 1965 twice, and even Serie D in 1971, forcing the alabardati to a local derby with Ponziana in 1975 which was quite 

unknown to local people in modern times. The club returned to Serie C in 1976, and was admitted to Serie C1 in 1978, and finally returned to Serie B in 1983, missing promotion to 

the top flight for a few seasons before being relegated in 1988. Triestina also played in second level between 1962–1965 and 1989–1991. 

The first refoundation on 1994:  In 1994, the team was forced to fold, because of financial insolvency, and was re-founded by Giorgio Del Sabato. The team restarted as U.S. 

Triestina Calcio from Serie D and was readmitted to Serie C2 by the federation one year later. In 2001, after six seasons in Serie C2, the club won promotion to Serie C1 after 

playoffs; this was followed by a second consecutive promotion, this time to Serie B, both under head coach Ezio Rossi. 

In the 2005–06 season, Triestina changed its manager five times. The list include the tandem Alessandro Calori-Adriano Buffoni, Pietro Vierchowod, caretaker 

Francesco De Falco, youth team coach Vittorio Russo and Andrea Agostinelli. 

In addition, Triestina's owner Flaviano Tonellotto was forced to resign on 1 February 2006 by the magistrates because of a pending court procedure for 

bankruptcy, and his wife Jeannine Koevoets was named to replace him at the helm of the club. However, Tonellotto was successively ordered to leave the 

association because of financial troubles. The magistrates named Francesco De Falco as caretaker chairman with the idea of finding somebody interested to 

buy the club. Curiously, in the 2005–06 De Falco, a player for Triestina in the 80's, covered three different roles in the club: director of football, manager and 

chairman. In April 2006 the team was purchased by the Fantinel family, owners of a wine company in the region.  

In recent years, Triestina struggled to mount a promotion campaign to end half-century absence from the Italian top flight. Triestina finished 8th in 2008–2009 season. However 

failed to remain in Serie B in the 2009–10 season, with a crashing 3–0 defeat to Padova at the play-outs, and was relegated to Lega Pro Prima Divisione after 8 years of endeavour in 

the second tier of Italian football, only to be readmitted to Serie B after Ancona filed for bankruptcy.  

Nereo Rocco debut in 
1929 

Franco De Falco  
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On May 21, 2011, in the season 2010-11, after a disastrous campaign, Triestina was relegated from Serie B to Lega Pro Prima Divisione, having returned 

there in 2002 after 11 seasons in Serie C and Serie D. 

On 2012 the new bankruptcy after the relegation:  On January 25, 2012 the club in strong financial difficulty, has been declared bankrupt by the 

court of Trieste. In the season 2011-12 Triestina was relegated from Lega Pro Prima Divisione group B to Lega Pro Seconda Divisione. On 19 June 2012 

the club was finally declared bankrupt and the team was disbanded. 

Unione Triestina 2012:  On 31 July 2012 was founded the new company Unione Triestina 2012 that restarted from Eccellenza thanks to Article 52 

NOIF of FIGC. 

Colours and symbols 

Colours:  The colours of the team are those of the city of Trieste: the white and the red. Historically the playing kit is expected to be  fiery red jersey, white shorts and socks also red. 

Even if it was not always so. Initially, both shorts and socks were black . The first became white almost immediately while the socks 

became red only after the second world war. A characteristic always present is the halberd shield located on the chest. For this reason, and 

since in the past it was very rare to see the clubs’ symbols on the jersey, the defenition of the Triestina players was ‘rossoalabardati’ (and 

not mistakenly, ‘biancorossi’). The second playing kit instead, was traditionally entirely white. In 1934-35 the second jersey was white with 

a horizontal red band on the chest with the halberd in the middle and without the shield. 

On the occasion of the match against Genoa on 31 October 1954, to celebrate the return of Trieste as part of Italy, the Triestina displayed a 

tricolore playing kit : green jerseys, white shorts and red socks. 

The design of the first vest has remained virtually constately the same from 1918 to 1978. In that year the english technical sponsor drew up a vest having a with a wide white collar 

and a large white band along the shoulders. That version lasted just one year, since from 1979 the tradional jersey came back in use. In the seventies the colour blue was used for the 

third playing vest. 

In 1982 with the restyling of the symbol, new designed vests came into use. A large white ‘carré’, defined by a red collar; the new symbol placed on the belly and on the shoulders; 

red shorts and socks. The second playing kit with the same design but with a predominant yellow colour, accompanied by red finishes. 

From 1985 the white band from the chest disappeared and the jersey returned to be entirely red, while maintaining a smaller stylized halberd on the belly. Little changes to the 

playing kit were made in the next season, with the addition of three white bands on the sleeves, charateristic of that year techinical sponsor. In 1988, for some matches, the old 

halberd in its traditional form made its return on the chest of the players. In those years, alongside the traditional red and white (for away games) jerseys, was also proposed a third 

vest of a green colour. 

In the early nineties the jersey returned to its old form with the disappearance of white borders and with re-use of white shorts. Small novelty, the white-collar from 1992-93. 

With the 1994 bankruptcy, the traditional shield made its comeback on the jerseys, even if  printed and not embroided. In that same season a curious yellow jersey with blue inserts 

was adopted as second vest. 

Another small revolution in the style in 1997. After the first games, in which the team played with a kit quite similiar to the historic vest of Ajax and without the shield, new vests 

with white bands along the sides and a wide collar were proposed. The entire dominated by a large halberd  placed on the belly. In addition to the second jersey with white instead 

of the red, a third green vest with black collar and bands was designed . 

Unione Triestina 2012-13 
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From 1998 till 2002 the design of the jerseys was mostly traditionally, with the use of a third jersey firs black then dark blue, which was also used in the two return finals that 

sanctioned the promotion to C1 and the one in B. 

In 2002, two thin white stripes along the sides were affixed, stripes that disappeared in 2004. In that year as second jersey was proposed a model 

inspired by that used in 1934 : white with a red stripe on the chest and the halberd in the middle. The third shirt was of a blue colour with a white 

band and a red halberd.  

In 2006 on the shirts were introduced white bands on both the sides and the shoulders. The second shirt was the negative of the first with the 

white instead of the red and vice versa. The third was blue with red inserts. 

On the 13 Dicember 2008, in occasion of the home match against Livorno, to celebrate the 90th anniversary of the foundation of the Triestina 

exhibited a replica jersey of the historical one. Entirely red, without sponsors and names on the back, completed by white shorts and black socks. 

The present jersey is red with white inserts, white shorts with red inserts, red socks withe a white halberd. 

Simbolo:  The coat of arms is a red shield inside which there is a white halberd, symbol of the city. On top of the halberd is placed a star from which rays branch off. Finally placed 

on the sides of the halberd there are the letters U S (Unione Sportiva  -  Sports Union) and in the lower part the inscription Triestina. 

This coat remained unchanged until 1982, when the decision to restyle both the club’s logo and the playing kit was taken.  The halberd 

was stylized, a new symbol which was immediately baptized by the fans with the name of cocal, i.e. gull. This new symbol appeared on the 

Triestina jerseys till the 1994 bankruptcy. 

After the 1994 the traditional symbol returned with the sole addition of the word New on the inside of the shield, the denomination the 

new club took after the bankruptcy. The term New disappeared after a few seasons. In 1997-98 season a new coat of arms is used: a halberd similar to a the 

traditional one but with a white border and without any inscriptions inside the shield. 

Stadium 

Many were the grounds that have hosted the home games of the Triestina. In fact it could be said that the team was born excately in relation to 

this fact - the playing field, as already explained in the club history section. Both the FC Trieste and the CS Ponziana shared as their home ground 

the waste land of the army barracks situated on the current Piazza Oberdan. The first real playing field was built in the district of Montebello, on 

the area now occupied by the current exhibition complex. Then came the era of the Joseph Grezar Stadium, in the district of Valmaura, (at the 

time of the construction of the Littorio) that hosted the Triestina home games from 1932 to 1992 with the 

exception of the 1947 season when the team was forced to play most of its matches in Udine, in the old Moretti 

Stadium.  Since 1992, Triestina plays its home games in the stadium dedicated to Nereo Rocco. 

 

 

 

 

 

Triestina with the 90th. Anv. jersey 

Stadio Giuseppe Grezar (1932-1992) 

Stadio Nereo Rocco (1992 –..) 
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The National Association Triestina Club of which the Coordination Center and the clubs rossoalabardati form an integral and 

operational part was born far back in 1974, when to organize better the activities of the then two large supporter clubs, the 

relative members decided to create a body with the aim to promote, develop and organize the support in favor of the ‘Unione 

Sportiva  Triestina Calcio’, that after various troubled events, was playing in the then Serie D. 

In those days, the football world was very much different from today. Stadiums were a place of gathering, frequented by 

whole families, where all fans showed their attachment to their team with a genuine and colourful support, far from the 

violence that have subsequently struck the football world today. 

From the start the A.N.T.C. undertook, in addition to organizing the support, also to promote itself through varied activities. Many of these had as its 

main purpose to create more and more interest and enthusiasm toward Triestina: soccer tournaments - playing cards tournaments - races with arrival 

in the old ’Grezar’ stadium -  Carneval activities for the young fans –  the ‘rossoalabardata’ Christmas feast for the fans with the participation of 

Triestina players and club authorities;  apart from participating in social events such as collection of funds to help children victims of the Bosnia war, 

or populations affected by environmental disasters and/or groups or charitable associations working in Trieste. 

The A.N.T.C., always formed part of F.I.S.S.C., has been recognized by the ‘Rossoalabardata’ club as the sole representative of organised fans of 

Triestina. It has always been the trait d’union between the ‘Rossoalabardata’ club and its supporters. It has always intervened to moderate the cost 

of season and sole matche tickets, while shouldering the burden to sell these same tickets in order to assist the fans (through the various supporter 

clubs and the same Coordination Center). 

Since its foundation the Coordination Center has always had its own autonomy. Its main source of income being the membership fees; and never 

received any sort of financial help, even because never requested, from Triestina Calcio. 

It has always had its own headquarters, now situated inside the “Nereo Rocco” stadium, which is the point of reference 

for all football lovers in Trieste. 

From the two initial clubs in subsequent years there was an increase in the number of supporter clubs to reach up to 72 

clubs in 1983 with the team promotion to Serie “B”. A good number if one considers the restricted territory of Trieste 

province. 
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It has always organised the away games for those supporters who wanted to follow the Triestina away from Trieste. 

In April 2006, at the time when the fear that Triestina was in going to cease to exist due to bankruptcy, it promoted the initiative “SOS Triestina” in 

order  to boost the interess of the economic forces in Trieste and of the fans in purchasing shares in Triestina Calcio. With the contribution of 

individual supporters the A.N.T.C. acquired 21 shares in its name, in addition to others registerd to individual signatories. 

Since 1988 a newletter has been published in order to make its supportive and critical (where and when necessary). ”Il Tifone Rossoalabardato (The 

Rossoalabardato Typhoon)” is indeed the official voice of the ANTC. It is distributed free of charge at the gates of the stadium. 

 It is still in action the very important initiative for both the Association and the fans of Triestina: so that the logo which 

accompanies the players’ jerseys since 1918 and which represents the glorious club is not dispersed. For this scope a 

collection of funds has been promoted by the A.N.T.C. in order to be acquire the logo from the bankruptcy which is still 

on its way to be resolved and entrusted to the directors of the ‘Rossoalabardata’ club. 

To enable the team to take the field with the colours and badge which have always characterised Triestina the 

Coordination Center has devoted some of the bankruptcy resources to hire and entrust, for the current league in  

‘Eccellenza’ (an average of 2,500 spectators including the 1,800 subscribers), this logo to the current board of directors. Trieste and the Triestine love 

to much their team to see it in an anonymous colours!  

Logo : 

The National Association Triestina Club is represented by a particular logo developed and elaborated by the painter Ottavio Bomben 

formed by the trademark of the ‘Unione Sportiva Triestina’ and by the MULE (the kids of Trieste - mules both masculine and 

femmine)  
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EXPOSE YOUR HEART!!! FOR CAGLIARI!!! 

(Competition Organised by Cagliari Clubs)   

Nice initiative on the part of the Coordinating Center Cagliari Club that with the impossibility to 

follow the team against Torino, has well thought of organising a competition for the best photo or 

video or exclusively of ornate balconies with Cagliari red and blue flags, banners and scarfs to 

expose strictly from Sunday 24 Febuary and for a few weeks.  

Here’s where our competition tooked us : Cagliari, Galati Mamertino MESSINA, STOCCARDA 

GERMANIA, VERONA, PESCARA, Piombino LIVORNO, Siliqua, Ussana, 

Druento TORINO, Monserrato, PRAGA REP. CECA, Selargius, Siniscola, Pabillonis, Ovodda, 

Arborea, Sestu, Fonni, Villanovaforru, Sant'Antioco, Carbonia, Lunamatrona, ROMA, Recanati 

MACERATA, Musei, BIELLA, TRAPANI, IMOLA, Moglio SAVONA, GISWIL SVIZZERA, SAVONA, 

Francavilla al Mare CHIETI, Rivoli TORINO, Tonara, Guasila, LONDRA GRAN BRETAGNA, 

AOSTA, Sant'Andrea Frius, Merate LECCO, Ulassai, MANTOVA, FIRENZE, Alassio SAVONA, San 

Gavino Monreale, Gonnosfanadiga, Barrali, Carpenedolo BRESCIA, Quartu Sant'Elena, Calasetta, 

Elmas, Macomer, TORINO, LUGANO SVIZZERA, Decimomannu, Villacidro, Soleminis, Iglesias, LIVORNO, Muravera, 

ZURIGO SVIZZERA, Tortoreto...(Abruzzo) e Oristano. 

1st Prize Winner  FOR THE BEST PHOTO :  Andrea Zinzula (Muravera PROV. OF CAGLIARI).  

2nd Prize BEST PHOTO : Enrico Cabua (Villacidro Prov. Medio Campidano) of 14 years.  

3rd Prize ROSSOBLÙ PASSION AND SYMPATHY : Milena Maria Massa (Cagliari) for the most original photo  non 

finalist. 
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Tuesday, 11 decembre at the dancing hall  ‘Orchidea’, Borgo Ronta, Cesena, was held the so called ‘Notte Bianconera’. In this new 

setting gathered around the players, the technical - managerial staff of Cesena and the “institutional supporters”, the President of the 

Province Massimo Bulbi and the Mayor of Cesena Paolo Lucchi, over 400 people. The evening  conducted by Daniele Magnani, 

experienced one of the most touching moments when the youths of the Centro Enaip met their heroes (Lapadula, D’Alessandro, 

Succi and mister Bisoli) following the screening of the video “Io sono l’altro (I am the other)”. Most enjoyable was the presence of 

the comic of Zelig Andrea Vasumi who “benignly massacred” Gianluca Lapadula on account of his particular hairstyle and 

conversed on the relationship between man and woman presenting several minutes of laughter and thoughtlessness. Awards were presented to various fans and 

precisely to Beatrice Bravaccini (“Il futuro che avanza”) for following diligently Cesena both at home and away and to Pio Evangelisti President of the Club 

“Settecrociari” (“Quando la passione non ha età”) who never lacks to follow Cesena in a constant way. Another recognition which still need to be presented is that 

intented to Luciano Achilli (“Esempio di altruismo unico e disinteressato”), President of the Club “Marea Bianconera” of Riccione, for the charitable initiatives 

organised in favour of the earthquake victims in Emilia. With the classical and unfailing lottery which collected funds in favour of the Anffas of Cesena. Definitively 

a great evening. A heartfelt thanks goes to all those who have worked voluntarily (in the kitchen and in the hall) for the great success of the evening.  

RIVALS ON THE FIELD BUT FRIENDS OUTSIDE  

The supporters of Cittadella and Cesena offered a great moment of sport. In fact before going to the stands to 

encourage their respective teams, the exponents of the two supporters got together to lunch and to reinforce a 

twinning.  Some pictures of this event in Cittadella. 
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CHRISTMAS TREE IN THE ‘MARATONA’ CHRISTMAS TREE IN THE ‘MARATONA’ CHRISTMAS TREE IN THE ‘MARATONA’ ---   THE SMALL THOUGHTS OF THE CHILDREN OF THE THE SMALL THOUGHTS OF THE CHILDREN OF THE THE SMALL THOUGHTS OF THE CHILDREN OF THE 

‘SCUOLA DEL TIFO AZZURRO’‘SCUOLA DEL TIFO AZZURRO’‘SCUOLA DEL TIFO AZZURRO’   

Four hundred children from the ‘scuola del tifo azzurro’ promoted by the 

Coordination Center Empoli clubs, to which this year pupils for the primary 

schools of  San Miniato joined in, partecipated to the feast "Natale in 

Maratona".  

Volunteers from the center, on the occassion of Christmas, decorated a four 

meters and thirty tree in that part of the stadium known as the ’maratona 

inferiore’, the pulsating heart of the blues support, which together with the 

typically christmas ornaments, there were also those made by the children. 

The children after the home match Empoli vs Vicenza accompanied by their 

parents, and coordinated by the club volunteers, at the foot of the Christmas tree 

awaited the arrival of Santa Claus with his sack full of gifts: four hundred eighty 

parcels with the traditional Christmas sweets and various gadgets. 

Certainly the Christmas tress has not gone unnoticed so that after the training 

session of Friday, 14 December, two Empoli players Alberto Pelagotti and Lorenzo 

Tonelli stopped to admire the tree with its decorations made by the children. 
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CHRISTMAS DINNER 2012CHRISTMAS DINNER 2012CHRISTMAS DINNER 2012   

Tuesday 11 December at Cappelletta the yearly Christmas 

dinner organised by the CCMC was held for which 

approximately thirty poeple representing the various clubs 

affiliated to the Center took part.  

It was an occasion to talk about the initiatives undertaken by 

the Center from September to today and to pass a pleasant 

evening in each other company and for the exchange of 

greetings for the coming festivities. 

 

 

 

CHRISTMAS AMONG THE CHILDREN OF CHRISTMAS AMONG THE CHILDREN OF CHRISTMAS AMONG THE CHILDREN OF 

THE CARLO POMATHE CARLO POMATHE CARLO POMA   

Thursday, 13 december took place the now traditional 

Christmas visit by the CCMC to the pediatrics 

department of the Carlo Poma Hospital of Mantova. 

Ir was an opportunity to donate a smile to the children 

hospitalized in these days and give them gifts.  Present 

also for the visit some of Mantova FC directors and a 

good delegation of players. A big thanks goes to the staff of the department, and the 

volunteers of Abio for the welcome reserved to the party and for their availabilty! 
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CHRISTMAS ‘BIANCOROSSO’, A SUCCESS IN MEMORY OF LUCERTINICHRISTMAS ‘BIANCOROSSO’, A SUCCESS IN MEMORY OF LUCERTINICHRISTMAS ‘BIANCOROSSO’, A SUCCESS IN MEMORY OF LUCERTINI   

PERUGIA - It was an evening to remember for participation and the emotions. 

The reference is to the "Natale Biancorosso" organised by the  Coordination Center Perugia Club, a 

traditional event (was the 35th of the series) which saw celebrate fans, directors and team all together at the 

"Locanda dei Golosi" at Bosco.  

With almost 300 supporters to cram the halls of the premises, driven by great enthusiasm for the leadership 

in the league underlined with cheers and songs accomapanied by the speaker 

Claudio Mariani and to the ’showman’ Gettulio Zampetti of Umbria TV, which amused all with jokes and stories purely in 

dialect. Guest of honour the club represented by Roberto Damaschi, the shareholder Moneti, the DS Arcipreti, the team 

manager Gervasi, the techenical staff with Battistini, Barbetta and Vicarelli, and the team present with acclaimed captian 

Clemente, Anania, Cacioli, Russo, Tozzi Borsoi, Mocarelli, Margarita, Pupeschi, Benedetti and Giordano.  

Among the most acclaimed Clemente and coach Battistini, who has become an idol for the fans. Between bingos, season 

wishes, collective jumps and awards to players suffocated by the affection of the fans, touching was the remembrance of 

Pasquale Lucertini done by Mimmi Mazzetti and Zampetti.  
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“ 20 DECEMBER 1972 – 20 DECEMBER 2012  FORTY YEARS OF LOYALTY ” 

The members of the club ‘FEDELISSIMI FORZA RAVENNA’ have gathered together to 

celebrate the 4oth anniversary of their foundation. 

The club ‘Fedelissimi’ is currently guided by Giancarlo Ramilli and is the oldest club, from 

which some time later, the Coordination Center Clubs Giallorossi came to be founded. 

During the lunchean, as in the case of all our events, a 

merry and festive climate soon took foot in all of us as the 

strangest and most memorable events, the strangest away transfers, the  most daring victories 

and defeats were retold by the “Old” members (incredible historical memories) to the young 

members, who are the club’s future. 

Before the handing out of the awards and after members no longer with us were dutiful 

remembered, the feast ended with in merriment with the usual cutting of the cake.  



By Fabrizio De FrancescoBy Fabrizio De FrancescoBy Fabrizio De Francesco         ---      Associazione Italiana Roma ClubAssociazione Italiana Roma ClubAssociazione Italiana Roma Club   

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE ROMA CLUB AFFILIATES OF THE AIRCANNUAL MEETING OF THE ROMA CLUB AFFILIATES OF THE AIRCANNUAL MEETING OF THE ROMA CLUB AFFILIATES OF THE AIRC   

As programmed the annual meeting of the Roma Clubs affiliates of the AIRC was held. Many the clubs present at the conference hall of the 

Park hotel Mancini to animate the meeting. At the end, coming from all over Italy, there were 53 clubs. The President of the AIRC Francesco 

Lotito, welcomed all present and begun to give a detailed report of the activities for the year just ending. Many the positive notes, especially the 

fact of a constant increase in the clubs affiliated to the AIRC, especially in those regions distant from Rome. A special welcome, in this sense, is 

reserved to the newly formed clubs: Cremona, Trapani, Corciano, Lupi del Trasimeno, Castiglione del Lago, Passo Corese, Stornarella, Taranto 

and Guidonia. The President informed those present of the present situation in the relations with AS Roma, stating that a positive turn has 

been made in the past few months after talks in Trigoria with D.G. Baldini and Avv. Baldissoni and again with the A.D. Claudio Fenucci. The 

management of AS Roma appeared very open towards the problems faced by supporters of the Roma Clubs, supporters who due to their 

structure and composition  cannot be  absorbed in the rest of the fans. Just think of the fact that many times it deals with fans living hundreds 

and hundreds of kilometers away from Rome, where it is not possible to enjoy the same services enjoyed by the local supporters. A particular 

request was directed to the ‘giallorossi’ management, in respect to rising awareness in players regarding meetings with fans, even outside the region, a true and unique monment of close 

contact with the fans by the same players. Even here, the club announced that some appointments will occur starting from the month of January 2013. Lotito referred to the clubs about the 

request made to AS Roma to reintroduce the custom to hand out to fans various gadgets, like posters or calendars, as was in custom some years back, in order to reinforce the love and 

passion towards Roma. Lotito has, then added that a new request has been made to the club regarding the possibility of having access to Trigoria, especially during certain periods of the year 

to show the fans support and encouragement towards the team. Finally, Lotito said he was pleased with the fact that the AIRC has been present with its clubs in almost all the away games of 

2012, thanking them for the many initiatives, social, cultural and sporting organised durning the last year. He also recalled the publication of the celebrative book about the 40th years of 

history of the AIRC and the beautiful choreography  performed in occassion of the match Roma - Bologna, where the entire ‘tevere’ stand was all coloured in ‘giallorosso’; a great 

organizational effort that has repaid morally, the whole Association. One last mention directed to the web site of the AIRC, so much visited, which from the 13 of Decembre 2012, has enriched 

itself with an english version, in order to close the gap between the fans  la distanza fra i tifosi scattered around the world and Roma. 

Immediately after, Alberto Mura, president of the Board of Auditors, presented the financial report for 2011, in order to have it approved by general meeting. Emphasis was placed on the 

increase of affiliates of Roma Clubs, balanced by the increase in costs of the Associazione, especially in regards to the great effort which has been made by the Association to publish the 

celebrative book of its 40th anniversary and the splendid choreography performed in the ‘Tevere’ stand, in occasion of the match Roma -Bologna last 16 September. 

After the unanimous approval of the financial report, there was a time for a toast and a group photo; then all to the stadium because the feast had yet to begin... 

 

CHRISTMAS FEAST OF THE AS ROMACHRISTMAS FEAST OF THE AS ROMACHRISTMAS FEAST OF THE AS ROMA      

18/12/2012 In the futuristic backdrop of the ‘Capitol Club’ the usual Christmas toast of the AS Roma was held. President James Pallotta greeted and 

embraced all the employees at Trigoria, in the presence of  the ‘giallorossi’ top management, the first team and the sponsors.  

Present also the AIRC (dee photo).   
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THE ITALIAN ASSOCIATION ROME CLUB VISITS THE ROME CLUB THE ITALIAN ASSOCIATION ROME CLUB VISITS THE ROME CLUB THE ITALIAN ASSOCIATION ROME CLUB VISITS THE ROME CLUB 

ANCONAANCONAANCONA   

It was a nice long ride, about 700 kilometers, but it was worth it. An important day for 

the Rome Club Ancona which commemorated, with 

a mini football tournaments, a member who died 

recently. The invitation of President Guglielmo 

Muzzi was promptly accepted by the Italian 

Association Roma Club and a delegation composed 

of Presidente Lotito, the vicepresident Di Francesco 

and the counselor Cavallo was on the move, the 

morning of 18 November to reach out the friends of 

Ancona in time for the awards ceremony of the winning team. A biting cold and an 

annoying and continuous drizzle accompanied us for the entire day but it was a real 

pleasure to meet again the friends of Ancona, one of the most active and most 

"seniority" among the Roma Clubs. After the morning dedicated to the tournament a 

lunch worthy of a wedding banquet. It was President Muzzi who addressed those 

present in recalling the figure of departed member and to thank the friends of the AIRC 

who accepted the invitation to be present at the ceremony. It was the turn of President 

Lotito who thanked everyone for the invitation 

and made the point on the current relationship 

between the Roma mangement and the AIRC. 

Then the ritual photos and the exchange of 

pennants. Finally President Lotito donated to 

President Guglielmo a copy of the book, recently 

published by the AIRC, which recounts the story 

of the first 40 years in the life of the Association. 

Towards 4:00 p.m. back again in the car to 

return to Rome. 

CHRISTMAS DINNER FOR THE ROMA CLUB PALAZZO MADAMACHRISTMAS DINNER FOR THE ROMA CLUB PALAZZO MADAMACHRISTMAS DINNER FOR THE ROMA CLUB PALAZZO MADAMA      

Monday 3 December, at the restaurant "Ai Spaghettari", a 

known ‘giallorosso’ den, the Christmas dinner for the 

members of the ‘ROMA CLUB PALAZZO MADAMA’ was 

held, in the presence of the President, Senator De Lillo, the 

founder of the Club, Senator Labellarte, and the member of 

the board of  AS ROMA, Avv. Mauro Baldissoni, who 

extended the greetings  of the club and recalled the efforts being made to improve the 

history of the team and its support, from the dedication of the training grounds of 

Trigoria to Agostino Di Bartolomei to the projects for the new stadium and the 

accomodation of the area in front of the sports center. 

After the dinner which consisted of typical roman dishes, presented by the owner, the 

mythical Angelone, while on the screens were projected movies of Francesco Totti 

most beautiful goals, on the notes of the most famous roma songs, was presented in 

preview, by the author Carlo Matteo Mossa, member of the ROMA CLUB PALAZZO 

MADAMA, the book dedicated to the unforgettable Dino da Costa entitled "Quel 

tredicesimo gol… Io e il derby: come divenni l’incubo dei laziali", just published 

in Rome by the publishing house ‘Libreria Sportiva Eraclea’ of Marco Filacchione. 

The book reconstructs the history of the derby which in the second half of the ‘50s 

allowed to Dino da Costa to establish the unbeaten record of goals scored in the 

derby of the capital. 

"Our members with their fervent activities" - declared President De Lillo during 

his welcoming speech - "are the added value of our Club and this reflects itself in 

all the ‘giallorosso’ support. Testimony to this is the presence this evening of 

Carlo Matteo Mossa, our member and author of the book on Dino da Costa. To 

him goes our thanksgiving for remembering, with his words, one of the players 

who helped built up the history of our team". Referring to the layout project of the 

area in front of the sports center, President De Lillo announced the presentation of 

the project by the painter Lara Lazzari, shared and supported by the ROMA CLUB 

PALAZZO MADAMA, to paint the perimetric walls of the Fulvio Bernardini with the 

images of Roma champions and their feats. 
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CHRISTMAS IN THE FAMILYCHRISTMAS IN THE FAMILYCHRISTMAS IN THE FAMILY   

I made a special nativity scene this year: ordered and had made by the best artist of Naples (cousin of the famous Totò, so they say) wooden  figurines with 

the faces of my ‘bianconeri’ heroes: all of them are there, from Patron Pozzo to the storemen, passing for Guidolin, Pinzi and Di Natale. I have arranged 

them for well as on a hypothetical football field amid the arid vegetation of a Bethlehem of good old days, made even more familiar by the angel of the 

castle of Udine, the arch of Fiuli to protect Baby Jesus heated by the ox and the donkey and the loving gaze of Mary. Here and there, in the place of the 

shepherds, I put us supporters: there is who stir the ‘polenta’,  who arrange the scarfs. The ironic, the critic, the ‘deamicisiano’, the lover whatever, the 

expert, the protester, the provoker. They are distinguished well even in this place of peace and silence because, in addition to the noise of their domestic 

work, in the freezing night  and sewed in a quilt of stars, their voices bounce in a little stridule. But all in all, a great scene of love. All look devotedly in the 

same direction, that illuminated by the star of the east. Each one of us chooses his own role, we are living protagonists of a millennial miracle that never 

ceases to touch the hearts. In a little way just like us who look at our Udinese as one looks at Baby Jesus.  

I do not want to seem irreverent. The Lord has a special bond with my team, since my adolescence, the important thing is to believe in it: before leaving for the stadium I always said 

to my ‘mamma’, a spiritual creature who intimately spoke to her ‘Signorut’ (Lord): “ Mummy, pray”: at time Udinese won, often lost, we managed to save ourselves if we prayed a 

lot… those were not years of grace, those (1988, 1989, 1990, not like today, a fourth and a third place respectively, not pizza and figs, so…). But I believed and so she who never in her 

life had seen or even went to see a match in her entire life. Only once she came to pick me up in Udine: we had lost, as often happened, and I was returning head in a sack with a 

banner on my shoulders, very depressed when I saw her in her red spider. Perhaps only my ‘mamma’ saw me cry for Udinese and only she really understood of what madness am 

fatally ill. Seeing how things are evolving in these last years, I think my ’mamma’ from up there is doing her job quite well, as the results show. Love is trasmitted from up there to 

down here and vice versa. I am not telling lies, she taught me that... 

Forgive me, but am speaking from the heart, I have no pretensions to give lessons neither technically nor journalistic. There are so many experts who their job well and never had 

the idea of stealing away their job. Because everyone has his talents and the important thing is never to stop transmitting it. After tomorrow its Christmasm the feast of united 

families (or divided but are united for just that day and who knows why for that day). There is a sacred spirit which runs in our lives in these hours, don’t recall it. I feel it. The spirit 

of clean souls, of children, of the snow-capped mountains, the sea in winter. Of ‘Mariute’. Yesterday in Bergamo the angel of Piermario was present.  I was in my club, a great family 

that warms the hear, despite the fact that it is not perfect: we were watching Udinese all together and I did not at all realized all this “disarming defense strategy” that someone 

signaled out. I was too busy singing ‘Alè Udin’, playing with those present, trying to involve them to show their love towards the team, if that was ever possible. And even with the 

accordion a ‘Alè Udin’ never betrays itself. Like Udinese, companion for life. 

By the way, I did not say what role I had in my crib: I was the last sheep there in the bottom, so wooly all striped white and black. Am made like that, am always recognized. The next 

days are without football but ideally I feel so close to my idols in shorts chasing a ball then who follows them from the touchline or from behind a desk. What can I do, they are my 

family, all of them, from the first to the last. Happy Christmas to all the fans. Alè Udin, cin-cin. The year to come will be explosive. “ Passion is needed for you, it must never 

lack ... thats why I leave my heart to lead on … thanks you exist ( Udinese)”.    
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